PRESS RELEASE
Paris, May 12, 2020

Free is including unlimited calls in its €2/€0 mobile plan until June 11
Free is continuing to help its subscribers during this unprecedented health crisis by
launching another support measure for people on its €2/€0 mobile plan.
As from today and up until June 11, 2020, Free Mobile's 5 million subscribers on the
€2/€0 plan will be able to make unlimited calls from Metropolitan France to France
and to mobiles in the United States, Canada, China and the French overseas territories
(DOM), as well as to fixed lines in 100 international calling destinations. The monthly
data allowance for this plan is reverting to 50 MB/month.
Subscribers will not have to do anything to get the unlimited call hours as their
plans will be adjusted automatically, immediately as from May 12, 2020, and at no
extra cost.
At the same time, Free is extending until June 11 the measures it launched at the
start of the Covid-19 crisis for its subscribers on the Free Mobile Plan (quadrupling
the 4G roaming data allowance in Europe and increasing to 1 Mbps the 4G speed
available in excess of the data allowance for subscribers on the Free 100 GB and
Série Free 50 GB/60 GB plans).
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This new initiative comes on the heels of other help and support measures
launched by Free and the iliad Group since the start of the Covid-19 crisis. In
particular:
•

•

•

•

Free has offered pay-TV channels on a free-to-air basis: over 40 channels,
including kids' channels, in April; over 30 channels and the Arabia and Musulman
packages from May 1 through May 11; and the following five channels whose freeto-air viewing has been extended until May 28: TCM Cinéma, Boomerang,
Boomerang +1, Boing and Toonami.
Free has quadrupled the amount of 4G roaming data available under the Free
Mobile Plan (€15.99/month for Freebox subscribers, otherwise €19.99/month) for
its subscribers stranded abroad in Europe (this higher data allowance was initially
available until April 30, 2020 but has been extended until June 11, 2020).
Free has increased to 1 Mbps the 4G speed available in excess of the data
allowance for subscribers on its Free 100 GB and Série Free 50 GB/60 GB plans
(this increase was initially applicable until April 30, 2020 but has been extended
until June 11, 2020).
Free has offered the following kids’ pay-TV channels on a free-to-air basis (initially
from March 17 through March 31, 2020, then extended until April 30, 2020): Boing,
Boomerang, Boomerang+1, CanalJ, Tiji, TV Pitchoun, TeleKidz and BabyTV.

Offer subject to conditions. Valid in Metropolitan France. Unlimited calls (instead of 2 hours) until June 11, 2020.
Calls in excess of 2 hours/month (as from June 12, 2020) billed at €0.05 per minute for calls to mobiles and
fixed lines in Metropolitan France and at the standard applicable rates for the other destinations included in the
plan. Calls excluding short numbers and special numbers. The French overseas territories (DOM) correspond to
Guadeloupe, French Guiana, Martinique, Mayotte and Reunion Island. See mobile.free.fr for further details and
the full list of fixed-line calling destinations.
Free Mobile Plan: up to 100 GB of mobile data usable in Europe until June 11, 2020 (€0.0042/MB for usage in
excess of 100 GB). See mobile.free.fr for the list of countries in the Europe zone. The 100 GB data allowance will
automatically end on June 12, 2020.
Hands-free kit recommended.

About Free
Free is a subsidiary of the iliad Group. Founded in 1999, in the space of 20 years the iliad Group has grown into
a major telecommunications player in France and Italy, employing 11,000 people and generating €5.3 billion in
revenues in 2019. As the parent company of Free – the inventor of triple play and the Freebox – iliad is an
integrated fixed and mobile ultra-fast communications operator, standing out for its straightforward and
innovative offerings. At end-March 2020, the iliad Group had nearly 20 million subscribers in France (6.5 million
fixed-line subscribers and 13.3 million mobile subscribers). In Italy – where the Group launched its business on
May 29, 2018 under the iliad brand, becoming the country’s fourth mobile operator – it had over 5.8 million
subscribers at end-March 2020. iliad is listed on Euronext Paris (ILD).
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